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In the universities, the vogue is now for ‘Decolonizing the
curriculum’. Marenbon puts this strange slogan into the
context of the misconceived conflict over Western Culture,
as hero of human progress or demon of oppression and
exploitation. He explains that there are straightforward
reasons for university curricula to emphasize their own
national culture and its wider setting, while making it
possible for specialists to study every sort of civilization. But
the demand to decolonize, he argues, is a move to politicize
university study and, as such, a grave threat to academic
aims and values.
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In school history, the National Curriculum as it now stands
offers flexibility to teachers, while insisting they teach the
framework of British history that pupils need to understand
in order fully to be British citizens. Marenbon looks at the
attacks made on it and explains why they should be rejected.
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Against the demands to remove statues and memorials of
figures from the past who had links with the slave trade or
are thought to have been racists, Professor Marenbon argues
that the long-held British attitude to statues, as a generally
ignored and vague backdrop, is a way of living at ease with
our long history and should not be sacrificed.
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Under the cover of Covid, and in the wake of the George
Floyd killing, a New Normal is taking over public
intellectual life. According to it, we must
regard Britain not as the open, tolerant
country it is, but as a society founded
on racial and sexual discrimination
and in need of radical reform.
In The Battle for Britain’s
Cultural Identity: Against the New
Normal,
John
Marenbon
examines the threats posed by the
New Normal to three central
areas of cultural life: public
commemoration,
history
at
schools and university curricula.
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I
Introduction: the New Normal
In general histories, 2020 and 2021 will without doubt be remembered as the
years of Covid. But in those histories that aim to discern shifts in thought and
attitudes, these two years will stand out for a different reason, as the time when
a set of views about discrimination, prejudice, culture and guilt moved from
being the preserve of some in the media, politics and the universities to
becoming, at least nominally, the accepted way of thought in public life in
Britain and the West more generally. It was the moment when white,
heterosexual men began to be obliged to feel guilty for being themselves, and
when it became no longer thinkable for the BBC to present its series of classical
composers of the week, or its Promenade Concerts, without including among
them a liberal scattering of women and people of colour. It is these views, as
much as the adjustments to daily life in response to the pandemic, that should
be called the ‘New Normal’ – a New Normal which, unlike social distancing,
threatens to endure for decades.
This New Normal has two main, intertwined strands.
The first strand is a view about society, and how different groups within it
should be related. A certain section of the population – the usual cases are:
women, those belonging to an ethnic minority, or of a particular sexual
orientation – is considered to have suffered discrimination and to be continuing
to suffer it; and it is claimed that, in order to end the discrimination and right the
wrongs it has caused, radical and rapid change is needed in how society is
ordered, and how people think. The emphasis recently has been especially on
race, but with other sorts of discrimination also targeted.
The second strand is a view about history and culture. The history of Britain
(and Europe and the United States) is envisaged as a shameful one, characterized
by discrimination, slavery and exploitation, and its public manifestations, such
as statues and memorials, need to be vetted and purged. Western Culture is seen
as having excluded these disadvantaged groups, and many of its exponents as
complicit in their exploitation. For this reason, it is claimed, Western Culture,
as traditionally understood, should no longer shape school and university
curricula, nor wider cultural and intellectual life.
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Both strands are vividly illustrated by a series of events in the early summer. In
a horrifyingly brutal arrest, a white policeman in Minneapolis suffocated George
Floyd, a black man, placing a foot on his throat. Demonstrators world-wide
pointed the accusing finger not just at the Minneapolis police, or police forces
everywhere, but at all white people and the ‘institutional racism’ allegedly
embedded in the structure of Western societies. An extremist group made its
name, ‘Black Lives Matter’, into the slogan of this worldwide movement. It is
not, though, these responses that were remarkable, but the reaction of
politicians, business and institutional leaders and many in the public. They
accepted almost without question the accusations made against Western society
and its culture, which, they agreed, are thoroughly penetrated by institutional
racism. From the Chief Executive of Guinness to the Master of Trinity College,
Cambridge, leading members of the establishment hastened to accuse Western
society at large of racism, some going so far as to announce in a peremptory
tone to the members of their organizations that Black Lives Matter, berating
them for not thinking and acting in a sufficiently anti-racist manner and even
professing allegiance to the aims of the Black Lives Matter group, unaware
perhaps that these included defunding the police, abolishing prisons and
dismantling capitalism.
The cultural strand was thrown into prominence in June 2020 when Black Lives
Matter protesters in Bristol removed from its plinth a nineteenth-century statue
of the local philanthropist, George Colston, who made his fortune in the slave
trade at the end of the seventeenth century. They then defaced it, rolled it
through town and threw it into the sea. Although some politicians and
commentators condemned the criminal violence of this action (others condoned
it), there was hardly a voice among them in favour of retaining the statue, despite
its status as a memorial to the historical culture (seventeenth and nineteenthcentury) of Bristol. Indeed, in the wake of the Colston episode, statues
countrywide became objects of suspicion, as the authorities quietly removed to
the obscurity of museum store rooms those whose subjects did not meet today’s
norms of behaviour. Slave-trading has come to be regarded as a communicable
disease, infectious not just for hours and days but for centuries, if even the
slightest traces of it remain on artefacts from the past. Thus the silver on
Cambridge college High Tables has been summoned before commissions of
enquiry, and items donated by students with families involved in the slave trade
2
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judged unfit for use. Even Scotland’s second greatest philosopher, David Hume,
has not escaped: Edinburgh University’s ‘David Hume Tower’ has now been
more prosaically renamed ‘40 George Square’ following the philosopher’s
defenestration, on the grounds that he used racist language, by the appropriate
cadres (the university’s Equality and Diversity Committee and its Race Equality
and Anti-Racist Sub-Committee).
Just as the social strand threw into prominence an organization, Black Lives
Matter, which antedated the events following George Floyd’s murder, so the
cultural strand has given wide currency to a slogan, already popular among
radical groups: ‘Decolonize the curriculum!’ Previously uttered as a complaint
by student activists, this injunction has now set the wheels of university (and
school) authorities in motion, and although they may be unsure about what it
means, few in the arts and humanities question that it is a valuable aim, to be
pursued without delay or reflection.
But is the New Normal really new? The discussion about discrimination, both
sexual and racial, was already widespread in the 1970s, and since then thousands
of pages have been written by legal theorists especially, but also by
philosophers, on affirmative action. The beginnings of its cultural strand can
also be seen half a century ago in the opposition to the Western Civilization
courses, which had been widespread in US universities, and more widely in calls
for curriculum reform over the last two decades.
As a collection of arguments, the content of the New Normal is indeed far from
novel. What is new is that the views are no longer presented as arguments, to be
accepted because they are rationally convincing or countered with other
arguments and new evidence. They have become an orthodoxy, and are on their
way to becoming an unchallengeable one.
Public dissent from this New Normal is rare. A few brave politicians have
refused to take a knee. Others, and no doubt a majority of the public, including
many of those who have publicly professed faith in the new gospel, are waiting
quietly for it all to pass. The danger is that they are waiting in vain. A new
dogma, which is accepted for political reasons and to avoid contention, though
mouthed at first without conviction, rapidly acquires the familiarity of habit and
in the end is accepted as unquestionable truth.
3
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The New Normal should not be thoughtlessly accepted. There are very strong
reasons for rejecting each of its two strands, which need to be considered
separately. In practice, it is true, the two strands have become almost
inextricably intertwined: outrage prompted by the murder of an African
American in Minneapolis expresses itself unquestioningly in violence towards
a nineteenth-century statue in Bristol of a seventeenth-century philanthropist
and slave-trader, just as it makes teachers at school and university rush to
reassess and, as they put it, ‘decolonize’ their curricula. But the arguments
behind the two strands, and so the arguments needed to counter them, are very
different.
Although the first strand is complex, because it involves the notions of race, sex
and gender, each of which is contested, there is a simple line of argument that
can be made by those who challenge this aspect of the New Normal. In any
ordinary sense of ‘discrimination’, while there is in Britain today some
discrimination on grounds of gender, race and sexual orientation, it is not
(except perhaps some forms of reverse discrimination against those who are
perceived to be privileged) widespread in a way that could make it the reason
for radical changes in the social order, and it is well covered by existing
legislation. Most of what is decried as discrimination or the results of it is, rather,
disadvantage. There are serious debates to be had about how much society owes
to the disadvantaged and whether it needs to be changed so as to benefit them,
but these are debates not about discrimination but equality and opportunity. One
of the two most sinister effects of the New Normal is that it obscures questions
about disadvantage and inequality in a fog of allegations of racism and sexism.
The other one is that the ostensible opponents of discrimination are all too
willing to advocate discrimination against groups they perceive as privileged
and to find devious means of justifying it. 1

These ways are derived from the loopholes offered by the laws enacted to forbid discrimination
on grounds such as race and sex. In the United States, where the relevant legislation is Titles VII
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the courts allowed diversity to be seen as a valuable goal
in educational institutions, opening the way to reverse discrimination against white people. In
England, where the relevant legislation is the Equalities Act 2010, the courts allow reverse
discrimination where (and only where) there is no other reason to prefer one candidate for a post
to another, a condition interpreted extremely widely by some to recruit women and non-whites.

1
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The following pages are not about this first strand, however, but the second,
cultural one. 2 Although this second strand does not concern the hard facts of
life, such as opportunities in education and employment, or levels of pay and
incarceration, it is no less important than the first. Our relationship to our history
and our culture shape how we lead our lives, and the disinterested pursuit of
truth, which should characterize academic enquiry, and is now threatened by the
New Normal, is both one of our culture’s many achievements and one of its
main supports.
Chapters 2 and 3 are about history. Chapter 2 looks at the facet of public history
put into sharp focus by the Colston statue episode: to what extent and how
should the past be preserved and presented through public artefacts and signs,
such as statues, street and building names and other commemorations? Chapter
3 considers history as a school subject and considers what aims it ought to have.
Chapter 4 looks at the proliferating calls to ‘decolonize the curriculum’: what
they mean, and why they should be resisted.

I hope in future to write about the first strand, looking in detail at the difficult notions of race,
sex and gender, and at discrimination and why it is an evil.
2
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II
Public Commemoration and Political Correctness
A Tale of Two Countries
I recently returned from a journey abroad.
My first stop was MKL. Does ‘MKL’ sound unfamiliar? Until just a few years
ago, it was **********, a beautiful name, we thought, and full of historical
associations. But some of these associations were distressing to its native born
citizens, some of them alienating to present and future immigrants, and so it was
no surprise when Party 15I won the election in 2013 with a pledge to rename the
country. Suggestions were scrutinized by Committee 379, made up of experts on
gender bias, race bias, culture bias and class bias. Unfortunately, almost every
new place name proposed drew one aspect of the country and its history into
prominence, or might cause offence to one group or another. Eventually, the
Experts were inclined to choose a name which means ‘Island-of-Hills-andLakes’ in their language, because there are, indeed, hills and lakes there, and no
one could mind it, but it was objected that it would make newcomers feel
discriminated against, because they did not know the language, and upset the
Spanish-speaking, Arabic-speaking and Russian-speaking minorities. And so the
name was shortened to the initials, ‘MKL’.
When I mentioned the name of my hotel and the street – I knew it well, because I
used to stay there frequently some years ago – to the taxi driver at Airport 6, she
was taken aback and disapproving, as if I had made a shocking social blunder.
‘We don’t talk like that, anymore’, she said. ‘You mean 725 on W/2/13.’ I noticed,
as we approached the inner city, that the stone plaques I had used to admire,
with the street names chiselled into them, had gone, replaced by electronic
boards giving the street numbers and the building numbers for each section. The
statues, which had given even the careless day-tripper an introduction to the
country’s long and often turbulent history, had disappeared, although where
there was a prominent plinth an entirely abstract creation had been placed on it
to fill the gap.
When I went into the splendid seventeenth-century refectory at what I was told
was now known as XU (the initials stand for ‘Higher Education Institute’) 13, I
did not expect that the portraits would still be hanging on the walls, but there
they were, I thought, until I looked more closely. The paintings, a museum in
themselves of changing portrait styles, were locked up in the storeroom and their
6
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place taken by screens. One had on it the image of a young woman, clearly a
student, on the next screen there was a middle-aged man in an overall – I knew
him, he was the maintenance man, who had helped me out when my room heating
broke on my first visit. When I looked back the screen next to him no longer
pictured that woman student, but a different one, with short black hair. As I
looked round, and the faces on every screen kept changing, I felt quite
disorientated. My hosts were amused. ‘We thought it would be dull to have blank
walls, and so we compiled a database, with pictures of everyone, students,
academics, staff, even casual visitors. Our software chooses which to show at
random. It’s the only way to be fair.’
My experience was very different once I took the short international flight to the
mainland. The principal airport there is named after the Leader’s grandfather,
but it was the Leader himself, reviewing his troops, tanks and rocket launchers,
whom I watched on the screens in the transit that brought us from outer terminal
to the main building, where a statue of the Leader’s father took pride of place.
Between the screens which warned us what we could not bring into the country
and where to queue to have our luggage checked, others flashed up mottos,
‘Work through the day, work through the night!’, ‘To industrial supremacy with
our Leader!’, ‘Wash your hands!’, ‘We are united!’. I came to know these and
the other 46 of the Leader’s ‘Fifty Flowers’ very well in my three days there,
because they were on billboards and electronic screens everywhere, and all but
the 30 biggest (50-times life size) of the old statues of the Leader had been
replaced by ones that combine a Flower with an appropriate representation of
the Leader: beaming broadly, for instance, as he captains a boat called ‘Smile
with our Leader’. From the street names, most of which were dates, those with
encyclopaedic memories could not only piece together the recent history of the
land, but from how they had changed since last year, the power struggles within
the Commission of Deputies and even within the Leader’s own family (down an
uncle, two cousins and the mother-in-law since my last trip there). My hotel had
been hurriedly renamed after the new Minister for Tourism following the
previous incumbent’s sudden disappearance.

Public Commemoration in England
Justifications could be given for the attitudes to public commemoration in both
these countries, which fit, all too well perhaps, their differing polities and ways
of life. How different it is in England! The names of buildings and institutions,
public portraits and statues illustrate our past, but without plan or consistency.
In my college I enjoy this unplanned, unsorted immersion in an unselfconscious
7
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past every day, and will continue to do so until the day when a correctly thinking
college committee decides that it is all too messy and turns our displays into a
history lesson or, like the government of MKL, scrubs them out in the interests
of equality. Over the dining hall there looms a gigantic portrait of Henry VIII,
one of four copies made at Henry’s command and sent to institutions beholden
to him. It makes him look as brutal as he was. Murderer, adulterer, tyrant: hardly
a role model for the students and scholars of an academic institution. Yet he is
rightly there, because he sent his portrait to us as our founder. Apart from the
predictable row of more recent Masters, each more poorly painted than its
predecessor, the other portraits in our public spaces are there for an
unclassifiable variety of reasons. Tennyson and Byron jostle with some
undistinguished DD and then there is that picture of no one can remember
whom.
And similarly on the national level, street and place names, where they do not
refer to some destination or some use (Haymarket, Execution Dock) or
characteristic (Broad Street), commemorate the great, or more frequently the
rapidly forgotten, often the original landowner rather than even a minor
celebrity. Unlike many nations, we have not been in the habit of changing these
names with every national triumph or political upset. The names, pictures and
statues are there for reasons that made sense to someone at the time, and often
little sense to anyone now. Is Oxford Street the way to Oxford, or does it
commemorate an Earl of Oxford? The fact that we do not much care shows that
we can live lightly with our history – which means that we can, indeed, live with
our history. It also suggests that we should not enquire too exquisitely about the
individuals or companies that stand behind, for instance, Sloane Square, Penny
Lane (of Beatles fame) or, perhaps, Elephant and Castle.
Those in public life who spoke up against the removal of George Colston’s
statue tended to focus on the lawlessness. This, they said, is mob rule. The
implication was that, had the correct procedures been followed and right subcommittees reported their recommendations in due form to the relevant
authorities, then it would have done no harm and perhaps some good for the
slaver philanthropist’s effigy to have been consigned to some museum
storeroom. This reaction, understandable in the face of an outbreak of violence,
misses the real harm threatened. The undignified fate of the Colston memorial
has, at least, something of the haphazardness characteristic of public
8
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commemoration in England, and its vacant plinth is no less eloquent a testimony
to English mores of the twenty-first century than the statue itself was to those of
the nineteenth. The danger to a whole tradition of living easily with history,
being able to accept and continue from an unbroken past because its details are
sufficiently hazy, comes from the threat of proper procedure: commissions
charged with weighing up the faults and merits of those we have
commemorated, plebiscites to de- and repopulate our public spaces with
memorials. Once the slave-traders and plantation owners have been named,
shamed and consigned to oblivion, they will be joined by colonialists and
imperialists, and those who grew rich from their efforts, and those who governed
within the system of power in which they flourished: which general, or minister,
or monarch will remain? Our streets, squares and parks, and our ways of naming
them, may become more like MKL’s than we would have thought possible.
Slavery
Does this defence of the status quo not, however, completely miss its opponents’
point, in two important ways? For, first, what they want to insist is that we
cannot live easily with our history, much as we might wish to do, because its
narrative is scarred by England’s role in the trade in humans that made George
Colston rich. There is, they will say, a holocaust hidden below the smooth and
prosperous course of British history, and the fact that we ignore it and view our
past with complacency or even pride is another sign of the implicit racism they
consider ubiquitous. Second, they will say that this defence has entirely ignored
the question of race: of white supremacy and black subservience at the core of
slavery and the culture built on its proceeds.
On the first point, it is certainly right, as a general principle, that there can be
episodes in the history of a country so bad that they cannot be remembered – or
even forgotten – innocently and carelessly. After the Nazis were defeated, any
sort of memorial to them, or any celebration of the lives of those who had made
their fortunes from them, was, rightly, unthinkable. Germans could not but
regard the period as one from which the victims alone should be commemorated.
Is British involvement in the slave trade such an evil that this whole period of
history should be treated by us in the way Germans regard the years of Hitler’s
ascendancy?

9
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There are two prima facie reasons for thinking not. The first is to do with
anachronism in moral judgement, the second with distance in time.
The condemnation of Nazism was clearly not based on an anachronistic
judgement. It took place in Germany immediately after its defeat and was based
on values that were widely shared in Europe, America and elsewhere. They were
shared in Germany too before the mid-1930s, and, tacitly and ineffectively, by
many there throughout Hitler’s time power. Indeed, many of Hitler’s darkest
crimes were hidden because even his cowed or adoring people would hardly
have countenanced them.
Slavery seems today almost equally impossible to countenance as Hitler’s
crimes. The idea that human beings should be bought and sold, like clothing or
furniture, goes against the core beliefs about human dignity and the worth of
each individual shared by almost everyone in the liberal polities that make up
most of the developed world. Yet it is hard to see how a general moral
condemnation of those involved in slaving, as owners, dealers or beneficiaries,
before the last two centuries is not anachronistic. Slaves have been a feature of
most societies, and although, by contrast with Africa, the lands of Islam, Spain
and Portugal, there were no slaves in early modern England itself, it was not a
matter of political debate whether there is anything morally wrong in buying,
selling or owning slaves, although some insisted that only those captured in a
just war could be enslaved. There were, indeed, isolated voices that condemned
slavery as such, including those of some of the Stoics and Jewish sects in
antiquity and of a number of early Christian thinkers. But the moral consensus
accepted slavery.
It would be anachronistic, then, to condemn people in the past, simply because
they took part in the slave trade. 3 But the question here is not about slavery in
3 It might be objected that anachronism is not a reason for failing to condemn practices in the past
of which we disapprove. The objection raises complex problems, which need to be discussed in
detail: most obviously, what exactly is involved in condemning people who died long ago. Those
who accept anachronistic judgements might consider the following. It is very possible that two
centuries from now, or even much sooner, moral objections to eating meat will have turned from
being the preserve of a few eccentrics, as they were in modern Western cultures until recently, to
becoming a widespread minority view, as now, to becoming part of almost everyone’s values and
enforced by the laws of every land. Slaughtering a cow or a sheep will be looked on as an horrific
crime, and eating their meat perverse and disgusting. How, then, should those in 2221 judge
people like me now, who are happy meat eaters – and happy even in spite of knowing the
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general, but about the Atlantic Slave Trade, and whether there are reasons to
consider the Atlantic Slave Trade, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries,
was evil non-anachronistically, by the standards of its own times, even by the
very standards according to which slavery as such was acceptable. Although
slaves had often been taken far from their homelands, the transportation of vast
numbers, roughly ten million, across the world, from Africa to the Caribbean
and America was unprecedented, as was the routine horror of the ‘middle
passage’, the journey boats made from across the Atlantic with their human
cargo, after trading or exchanging goods from Europe and before filling up with
produce from the New World for their return journey. Between ten and twenty
per cent of the slaves died before they reached their destination. The comparison
between the ordinary misery of the ages-old slave trade within Africa, and from
Africa to the Islamic world and the Iberian Peninsula and this vast, organized
machine for capture, transportation and forced labour is not unlike that between
the habitual persecution and murder of Jews in Europe from the later Middle
Ages onwards and the holocaust of 1933-45.
Even if the North Atlantic slave trade was morally culpable by the standards of
its time, there remains a different reason for not consigning all involved in it
to the public oblivion, the damnatio memoriae rightly reserved for Hitler
and his adjutants. Hitler attempted his final solution in the 1930s and 40s,
almost a century ago, but Nazism was struck out of German public
commemorative history almost immediately after its defeat. Imagine, now, that
twentieth-century history unfolded itself differently from how it actually did.
Suppose Hitler made peace with the Allies in 1942, decided that the best
Final Solution was to set up a Jewish state in faraway Palestine
and so became a hero to Jews, commemorated on Israeli postage
stamps. He covered up the murders that already taken place or shifted the
blame on to Poles, Ukrainians and others, and concentrated on polishing
his image for posterity as an enlightened social reformer and champion
of ordinary men and women. After Hitler’s death in 1947,
his technocratic successors decided that, rather than military occupation,
arguments put forward by vegetarians and vegans? I should hope that they would not judge meateating a dreadful stain on my character or on the characters of my millions of fellow carnivores –
indeed, it would seem to me contrary to reason if they did judge it harshly, though it would be
no less contrary to reason if I, brought to life again in that brave new world, were not
uncomplainingly to conform to the new understanding of our relation to non-human animals.
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it was far better to cooperate with the other nations of the continent as free
partners, and what emerged was a federal European super-state, discretely run
to serve German economic interests – much as in the actual world. But suppose
that, in 2021, historians finally succeed in penetrating Hitler’s cover up and his
incarceration and mass murder of Jews, gypsies, homosexuals and political
opponents were revealed.
Would we conclude that the Hitler period should be struck out of public history
as manifest in statues, street and building names and the like? Probably we
would, but only on balance. And if it were not 2021 but 2041, or 2121 before
the cover-up was seen through, or if the crimes were more limited and less
grotesque? This rhetorical question suggests that proximity in time is necessary
if it is to become clear, as it was for Germany and the years of Nazism, that a
country must renounce a period as part of its public history, grave though the
loss of historical continuity and innocence. How near in time it is difficult to
say, but once centuries have passed even the suggestion becomes absurd. At the
Battle of Agincourt, Henry V, against the accepted practice of the times and to
the disgust of his knights, ordered the execution of the several thousand French
soldiers they had taken prisoner. Knowledge of the incident may add an
unwelcome twist to the heroic story as we know it from Shakespeare, but no one
suggests that the battle or King Henry should henceforth be uncommemorated.
Race and Slavery
The second main objection raised to the defence of the status quo in
commemorative history is about race. In the discussion of slavery here, race has
so far not been mentioned. But many see the slave trade as part of a story of
white oppression of black people, which would be continued in the nineteenthcentury empires and, they say, is perpetuated to this day in social structures that
disadvantage people from ethnic minorities. They would argue that, even if the
arguments given so far would provide some grounds for allowing (if without
much enthusiasm) the statue of Colston to stand, his position as an anti-hero of
white racial dominion should make commemorating him unthinkable in a
country now of many races, and with a significant black minority. Is their
position justified?
Certainly, ethnic or national difference is often involved in slavery. Although in
some cultures enslavement has been used as a punishment for criminals, usually
12
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men, women and children were first enslaved in war (or sometimes raids)
against other peoples. But these differences have only in some cases been ones
of white against black. The Atlantic slave trade might seem to be an exception,
since it involved African slaves being taken to work for white masters in the
Caribbean and America. It was not, however, by any means a system run entirely
by white people to the detriment of black ones, since African traders were fully
part of it, and African rulers would even go to war in order to capture prisoners
whom they could trade as slaves. Without the greed, ambition and ruthlessness
of the white merchants, the vast system would never have come into being and
African slaves would have continued to be traded mainly within the continent
and to the Islamic world. Without the African merchants, the European traders
would never have had their almost unlimited supply of human merchandise. If,
as was suggested in the last section, the Atlantic slave trade was
unanachronistically a crime, then it is one that stains both the black and the white
heritage.
This answer is unlikely to convince the objectors, who will go on to point out
that, if white people did not have a monopoly on the profits, black people
certainly had a monopoly on the suffering. Moreover, some of their descendants
are now British citizens living in the United Kingdom, and they should not be
confronted by monuments celebrating those who enslaved their ancestors.
Both these points can, however, be contested. The poor young white men, who
crewed the slaving ships, going to sea very often because other routes to
employment were closed to them, died in even higher proportions than the
slaves. Since only a very small number of Britons benefited directly from the
slave trade even in its heyday, for about 97% of people in Britain today, it would
be most accurate to say that their ancestors neither benefited nor suffered from
the Atlantic slave trade. About 1% or so, mostly Afro-Caribbean but including
some whites, have ancestors who suffered as a result of it; probably around 2%
or less, mostly white but probably including some black Britons, have ancestors
who benefited from it.
In any case, when people go to live in another country and become its citizens,
they can expect the rights and legal protections that come with citizenship, but
they cannot reasonably expect the people of the land they have chosen to
sacrifice their easy relationship with their own history because it might offend
13
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the newcomers’ or their descendants’ sensibilities. For those French, who have
made their home in London, it may well grate when their journey ends at
Waterloo station, or they must walk through Trafalgar Square, with Admiral
Nelson towering above it. But they would, rightly, be regarded as impertinent if
they demanded removal or renaming, as would British Parisians who objected
to the existence and purpose of the Panthéon.
‘Retain and Explain’? The statue of Cecil Rhodes
The rioters chose well in targeting a statue of Colston, since he and his fellow
Atlantic slave merchants are among the most flawed of the figures who stand as
public monuments. If, as has been argued, even his statue should have been
allowed to stand, so should (almost) every other one. Consider an historical actor
far more distinctive and influential than the Bristol merchant: Cecil Rhodes. A
life-size statue of him, on the second floor (and hence even less regarded in the
usual run of things than most such memorials) of Oriel College’s High Street
building became the object of heated controversy in Oxford in 2016, after the
success of a campaign to remove a much more prominent statue of the politician,
industrialist and imperial adventurer from Cape Town university, where his
presence offended not only the majority, indigenous black population but had
previously drawn protest from Afrikaners, resentful of his pro-British bias. In
June 2021, in the aftermath of the Black Lives Matter protests, the governing
body of Oriel College appointed an external commission of experts ‘to consider
the issues raised for the college by the memorials and legacy of Cecil Rhodes’,
but also informed them that it wished to remove the statue (Oriel College 2021,
2). Given that remit, the commissioners should probably not be blamed that, in
the report submitted nearly a year later, while there is a full historical account
of Rhodes and his career, there is no discussion at all of the central question
about what principles should guide us in retaining and removing memorials.
It is anachronistic to condemn Rhodes, as some of his critics do, simply because
he championed an idea of empire and held views about race and civilization few
would now tolerate; or because he was on what now seems to be the wrong side
in the South African political debates, where some of his preferred policies
arguably opened the way for apartheid. But his case is not so simple. Rhodes’s
methods of colonization and dealing with opposition and rebellion from the
inhabitants of the lands that would be named after him were controversial in his
14
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own day, and many at the time condemned him. Although Oriel received a
generous benefaction from him, it was not in fact required to erect a statue in
tribute or gratitude, and its fellows may have been wiser and more morally acute
had they not done so; even, indeed, had they turned down the donation. But they
accepted the money, and they now must either use what remains of it after the
expenses of constructing the High Street building, in accordance with the
stipulations in Rhodes’s will, to increase the income of resident fellows and
improve the food at High Table, or else return the present value of the bequest
to the descendants of the six residuary legatees named in his will. 4 As for the
statue, it was put up, and a century or more has passed, and so it is better for it
be left and forgotten.
And, indeed, it will, so it seems, be left; though not, alas, forgotten. The
commission had recommended by a majority in favour of the decision they had
been told from the start the college wished to be taken: to remove the statue. But
Oriel promptly announced that it would not be taking it down because of the
‘regulatory and financial challenges’. This behaviour was less capricious than it
might seem. Between when the commission was set up and its publishing the
report, the government had introduced new and stricter regulations about
removing statues. According to an announcement made by the Communities
Secretary, Robert Jenrick, on 17 January 2021, removal of a statue will require
listed building consent or planning permission. If permission is granted for
removal, Historic England and, if necessary, the Communities Secretary will
take the final decision, according to a new policy of ‘Retain and Explain’, by
which ‘historic statues will only be removed in the most exceptional
circumstances’. 5
Jenrick’s explanation of the thinking behind the policy is an unusual example of
a ministerial profession of genuinely conservative principles. It begins: For centuries, public statues and monuments have been erected to
celebrate individuals and great moments in British history. Most were
erected not by government diktat … but by public subscription, by a
borough, village or a parish, a college, a regiment or a local business.
They reflected the people’s preferences at the time, not a single, official
4
5

For Rhodes’s will, see Stead 1902 (for bequest to Oriel: Section 4, pp. 21-23).
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-legal-protection-for-england-s-heritage
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narrative. They are hugely varied, some loved, some reviled, many
forgotten, but all part of the weft and weave of our uniquely rich history. 6
Jenrick is right, especially, to stress that the point of keeping statues is not to
uphold some national narrative, which is opposed to the one championed by
those who wish to remove one. They are to be retained as parts of history,
testaments to previous generations who sometimes had ‘different
understandings of right and wrong’ from ours.
One aspect of the government’s plans, however, is out of harmony with this
accommodating view of the past. The custodians of statues are enjoined to retain
and explain. No one should mind a notice on the plinth of a statue saying who
is depicted, who was the sculptor, when the memorial was commissioned, by
whom and why. Nor would it be reasonable to object to museums
contextualizing, in any of the almost infinite variety of reasonably justifiable
ways, the statues and other objects they exhibit; or to historians publishing
studies or guidebooks that do the same for statues on public display. There is a
great danger, however, that the injunction to ‘explain’ will be used as an excuse,
for those who do not want British people to live at ease with their history, to
make of many statues the occasion for a denunciation of the slave trade or
colonialism or the class-system or capitalism. We shall be enjoined to execrate
those whom the statues depict, rather than honour them, as their sponsors
intended, or forget about them and let them blend into the rich indistinctness of
the topographical and historical background, as most people of sense and
balanced judgement would now prefer.
Doing Without Statues?
The mainland in my imaginary trip at the beginning of Chapter 2, with its statues
of the Leader, will remind many of us of countries we have visited or know of.
But MKL was a pure thought experiment, in how egalitarianism and anticonservatism might lead a country to turn against any sort of public
commemoration. It did not occur to me that anyone might really advocate this
position – but, in the course of my writing this chapter, someone has done so.
Gary Younge has written in the Guardian, arguing that not just the statues of
Comment: ‘We will save Britain's statues from the woke militants who want to censor our past’,
The Daily Telegraph, 16 January 2021
6
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figures he execrates, such as Colston and Rhodes, but those he much admires,
such as Mandela, Gandhi and Seacole, should be removed. 7 He does not use his
argument on street and building names, but it would apply to them too. Younge
is a reflective writer, willing, unlike almost every over participant in the debate,
to think about why we should – or should not – have statues and public
memorials in the first place. He approaches the question, however, from a
political position vastly different from my own. His comments throw a sharp
light on the issues, but draw, I suggest, the wrong conclusions.
Younge recalls his days on the committee appointed by Ken Livingstone, when
Mayor of London, to decide on a statue to fill the empty fourth plinth in
Trafalgar Square surrounding Nelson’s Column. He received many suggestions
from the public and would reply: ‘If you can name those who occupy the other
three plinths, then the fourth is yours.’ When each petitioner failed, Younge
thought he could make his killer point: why do you want to put up a statue for
someone just so that they can be forgotten? Yet, in a sense, that is why statues
should be erected. Public memorials are a way of living with history, and to live
with history means forgetting most of it. Rightly, we do remember Nelson – a
national military hero, if anyone is; and rightly we forget the bloodthirsty
generals and the playboy king who surround him.
Younge says, very rightly, that statues ‘are among the most fundamentally
conservative – with a small c – expressions of public art possible’ – indeed, he
should go further: they are one of the most fundamental expressions of
conservatism. From his point of view that is unanswerable criticism. But then
he has a strange view of what conservatism is. Statues, he complains, ‘represent
the value system of the establishment at any given time that is then projected
into the forever.’ Conservatism is not, however, the preserve of ‘the
establishment’ (indeed, in recent decades the establishment in most Western
countries has been strongly anti-conservative). It flourishes, rather, among
families and institutions, societies, voluntary and religious, associations and
local communities, through which many of the statues that now adorn our
squares, buildings and parks were erected. So far from seeking to maintain a
7 Gary Younge, ‘Why every single statue should come down’, Guardian, 1 Jun 2021
(https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2021/jun/01/gary-younge-why-every-single-statueshould-come-down-rhodes-colston)
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value system for ever, conservatives recognize that values change: it is those
who refuse to do so and wish to judge every past figure by the values they hold
today who are deaf to this lesson. Conservatives are those who wish to live
easily with their history and the history of their country (which may or may not
be the same), and succeed to some extent in doing so, helped to remember, and
forget, by statues and other memorials. Given his anti-conservative aims, Gary
Younge is right to want the statues, every single one of them, to come down, but
how many in the country share his wishes?
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III
History at School
The last chapter was about living with history, unselfconsciously and at ease.
But unselfconsciousness is not unawareness, nor ease simple ignorance. We
cannot live with our history at all if we do not know about it. History needs to
be taught, as indeed it is, right through the years of compulsory schooling. The
movement, whipped up last year, in the aftermath to George Floyd’s murder, to
impose a New Normal did not stop at public commemorative history. It also
brought with it a call to change the history curriculum in British schools. 8
Petitions were drawn up to demand more teaching of ‘Black History’. 9 Each
October, Britain already ‘observes’ ‘Black History Month'. 10 Campaigners now
insist that this month is not enough: Black History should be taught through the
year and across the curriculum. 11
Are their demands justified? The question raises issues completely different
from those considered in the last chapter, in especial: why should history be
taught in schools? Only in the light of the purpose of school history lessons can
a reasonable case be made for what should be included in their content.
Why School History?
Basic education – that which occupies the years of compulsory schooling up to
GCSE – is designed to equip children with the fundamental skills for living in
our complex, literate, numerate, technological society, as well as to provide a
basis for more advanced and specialized learning. History is the one compulsory
subject that seems to lack a straightforward purpose, in the way that, for
See https://www.theguardian.com/education/2020/jul/13/black-british-history-schoolcurriculum-england
9 https://www.change.org/p/gavin-williamson-mp-teach-british-children-about-the-realities-ofbritish-imperialism-andcolonialism?recruiter=1100366940&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm
_campaign=share_petition&recruited_by_id=63f782c0-a35e-11ea-89078fc7af712ec3&use_react=false; https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-52935048 (Wales)
10 https://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk
11 See e.g. https://theblackcurriculum.com/blog/69aaso78ql9h7zomv425t6p0nvjcw9;
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/education-51762223;
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/apr/05/black-history-should-be-taught-across-allsubjects-in-uk-schools
8
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instance, English teaches pupils to communicate, Mathematics to calculate. Yet
History in fact caters to a need no less essential in the formation of a member of
a nation.
Even before they start school, children have started to learn to think historically.
Perhaps the two forms of thought we first learn as we begin to acquire language
and make sense of the world are causal (when this happens, that happens) and
narrative (this happened, then that, then this). History is remembered narrative.
We come to think of ourselves as particular individuals partly through our
capacity to act, partly through (the illusion, perhaps, of) consciousness, but
partly, no less, through the remembered narrative, the personal history, which
we each start to build up from long before we can remember. Hence the horror
of an amnesia, in which we, literally, forget who we are.
As we grow up, we think of ourselves not just as individuals, but as members of
larger units: our family, whatever its form, and perhaps larger groups – a school,
a local community, a religion. In each case, knowing the history is part of the
belonging, even if does not go beyond knowing where your grandparents were
born (but what family lacks its riches of anecdote?). History at school extends
this knowledge of narrative to that of the nation. It has its place as a compulsory
course in Britain and most countries especially because knowing something of
this wider, national history is part of what it means fully to belong to the nation
– in Britain to be a subject of the monarch, a citizen, a voter and (for most at
some stage) a taxpayer.
There is, though, another important reason for studying history at school. Just
because the roots of thinking historically go so deep in us all, as human beings
understanding our world, history is both a central academic discipline and, as
sales of biographies and history books testify, a widespread interest among nonspecialists. Studying history during the years of compulsory schooling is both a
first step for the relatively small numbers who will pursue history at A-level, for
a degree and, in a few cases, beyond; and, for many more, it is the beginning of
a lifelong fascination for the past.
The Content of School History
Suppose that the only reason for studying history at school were the second one:
to enable children to develop an interest that will enrich their lives. It might
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seem that there would be no way of deciding what history should be studied,
since any place, any period and any perspective might, in principle, be as
fascinating as any other, Chinese society in the fifth century BC, the economy
of North Africa c. 1000 or the Wars of Religion in sixteenth-century Europe.
Still, the obvious place to start would be at home, with British history, since its
traces and more are all round, whether in the form of palaces, churches,
monuments (and, indeed, statues), or that of the very fabric of public life, from
the cycle of elections to the Day of Remembrance, from the names of the offices
of state to the portraits on coins and banknotes.
There is, though, the first, and perhaps more universally pressing reason for
studying history – so as to belong fully to the nation. And for this purpose British
history must be studied, along with some study of wider or different areas,
through which the place of Britain in the world and its special characteristics
can more clearly be seen. The first reason not only requires that the history of
Britain is taught, but also that it is studied in a full and complete way, because
it is the narrative to which we all, as British people belong.
Altogether, then, it seems that the history curriculum in compulsory schooling
should centre around British history and aim to make children learn about all
periods of it, from the earliest times of historical record to the present day. But
there should also be some space for wider historical study and the chance to
look at episodes in the history of other countries.
The History Curriculum in England and Wales
To what extent does the history curriculum studied fit this specification? The
aims and direction of teaching in England are guided by the National
Curriculum. 12 The guidance for the first two years, from 5-7, is rather vague:
children are to develop an awareness of the past and be taught about significant
national events and figures.
The curriculum from 7 – 11 has more shape. On the one hand, children are to be
taught about the history of Britain from the Stone Age to the end of the AngloScotland and Northern Ireland have different arrangements for their school curricula, and for
History England has its own curriculum. For the sake of simplicity, the discussion here is limited
to it.
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Saxon kingdom in 1066, with their study including an element of local history
(which can go beyond 1066). Among the examples of topics for study are the
Roman withdrawal from Britain, the Anglo-Saxon invasions and the resistance
to the Danes. On the other hand, pupils must also study a topic that brings their
chronological knowledge beyond 1066 (among the examples: ‘the changing
power of monarchs using case studies such as John, Anne and Victoria’ ‘the
legacy of Greek or Roman culture … on later periods in British history,
including the present day’); and they must learn about the earliest civilizations
worldwide, such as Ancient Egypt and Shang China, about Ancient Greece and
about another culture to contrast with that of Anglo-Saxon England, such as
early Islam or Benin, c. 900-1300. 13
In the years from 11 – 14, children are taught about ‘the development of Church,
state and society from 1066 to 1745, ‘ideas, political power, industry and
empire’ from 1745 to 1901 and ‘challenges for Britain, Europe and the wider
world’ from 1901 to the present day. Among over 40 suggested topics are
Magna Carta, the Black Death, ‘the Elizabethan religious settlement and the
conflict with Catholics’, ‘the first colony in America and first contact with
India’, ‘Britain’s transatlantic slave trade: its effects and its eventual abolition’,
the French Revolutionary wars, women’s suffrage, ‘the creation of the Welfare
State’, ‘Indian independence and end of Empire’. Pupils also must study a topic
in local history, ‘an aspect or theme in British history that consolidates and
extends their knowledge’ of the period before 1066 (such as the changing
landscape or the changing nature of political power), and ‘a significant society
or issue in world history’ such as China’s Qing dynasty 1644-1911 or the USA
in the 20th Century. 14
Guidance for the subject content of GCSE History, an optional subject taken,
usually at around 16, is much more generalized and provides a basis for different
examination boards to draw up their own particular curricula. It requires pupils
to study the periods 500-1500, 1450-1750 and 1700 to the present day, mixing
‘depth study’ of shorter periods, with longer period study and thematic study
over a very long period, and looking at local history, British history and

13
14

Department of Education 2013a.
Department of Education 2013b.
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European or World History. At least 40% of the curriculum must be devoted to
British History. 15
The History Curriculum and the Aims of School History
The content of the History curriculum up to the age of 14 is surprisingly close
to what it should be, according to the arguments proposed about the purpose of
studying the subject at school. It concentrates on British history and tries to
ensure that pupils are introduced to the whole narrative sweep of the story of
their country, from prehistoric times up to the present day. Despite this focus,
the curriculum also allows children to extend their historical study to other
countries and continents, and it suggests sensible ways of linking these widerranging investigations with the core area, especially by comparison. Maybe this
steadiness of focus diminishes at GCSE level, but students will have been given
a solid foundation in British history by the preceding nine years of compulsory
History.
The amount of British history and the need to study its different periods is almost
the only way in which this new National Curriculum in History is prescriptive.
All the particular topics, examples of which were given in the section above, are
– the official documents stress – merely suggestive examples. Individual schools
and teachers are given enormous liberty, working within the framework of the
narrative of British history, to choose what topics they teach, and complete
liberty over how to teach them. Is our history one of continuity or sharp breaks?
Is it the story of the triumph of certain British values (and, if so, which?), or of
their defeat or abandonment?
This openness suggests the way to answer a question, which the discussion
about the aims of history at school may have raised. School history, it was
argued, should introduce children to the story of their nation. But, it might be
asked, which story? There is no agreed narrative of British history, and two
historians could each tell the story well focussing on almost completely different
events and people. The answer, as the National Curriculum suggests, is that
there is indeed no set story. Within the constraints of the chronological
framework, without which a narrative is not possible, it is for individual schools
15
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and history teachers to choose and mould their story, with character and interests
of their pupils in mind, of course. If Britain were a country with a definite
national ideology – like China, or Iran or even, to some extent France or the
United States, both of which champion the ideas of liberty, fraternity and
equality – then it would be right for it to be reflected in the school history, by
which pupils learn about what it is to be British. But the central British ideology
is a second-order one: the commitment to liberalism, by which individuals are
allowed as much practical and personal freedom as possible, and complete
intellectual freedom. It can be reflected in school history not by making it liberal
history (the narrative that concentrates on the supposed growth of liberty over
the centuries), because that would illiberally to set up one understanding of the
world over others, but by liberalism over how history is understood and taught.
Including More Black History? History as Ideology
It will be clear from the account of the National Curriculum that the question
raised at the beginning of the chapter, and posed now by the demand for more
black history, has no answer, because it is meaningless. A curriculum can
include more or less of a certain content only if, at the moment, it contains a
definite amount of it. But the National Curriculum, within its chronological
framework, is almost limitlessly open to receiving different types of content, so
that courses with a large element of Black History, and those with very little,
fall equally within it. Some of the advocates of Black History have, indeed,
acknowledged this flexibility and indicated how teachers who wish to mould
their teaching in such a way can do so within the curriculum. 16 Even the 2015
Runnymede Trust publication (Alexander, Weekes-Bernard and Chatterji
2015), which is sharply critical of the new curriculum in many ways, recognizes
the opportunities it offers for advocates of Black History. It is irenically subtitled
Teaching Diversity In and Through the National Curriculum. While the report
authors’ sympathies seem to lie with the teachers they quote (p. 13) as describing
the curriculum as ‘pro-White, British and male’ and as making it ‘too easy to
fall back into a dead White male Whig interpretation of history’, they are also

See https://clpe.org.uk/blog/beyond-black-history-month-integrating-study-black-historicalfigures-mainstream-primary.The Department for Education has confirmed that the Curriculum is
indeed adaptable in this way: see.https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/53109038
16
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open-minded enough to quote in the same place another teacher who says that
the curriculum has
given history teachers freedom to assess how they deem fit within their
school context and given a much firmer framework for content. After
much pressure on the government we believe we have a good national
curriculum for history for the years ahead …
In the aftermath of the Floyd killing, however, attitudes have hardened. In the
2021 Black Curriculum Report (Arday 2021), the views in the Runnymede
report have been radicalised and explicitly incorporated into an understanding
of race and society that many wish to make part of the New Normal. We are told
that ‘first’ there must be ‘the restoration of systemic injustices’ [sic] and
‘consideration of racism as fact, and not merely incidental’ (Arday 2021, 3).
Although the author can hardly be demanding that what he considers to be
systemic injustices should be righted before school history can be taught
properly, he seems by this remark at the least to be merging the claims and
agenda of the Black Lives Matter movement into the school curriculum, and the
way in which he discusses the new National Curriculum bears out this
impression. Although his report fleetingly acknowledges that the curriculum
offers the ‘pedagogical freedom’ to teach more about ‘the impact of
multiculturalism on British History’ (Black Curriculum 2021, 6), it also
describes it as ‘very prescriptive’ (Black Curriculum 2021, 5). It contends that
it ‘systematically removes positive reference to the contributions of Black and
Asian people to British history’, and that it ‘also belittles the revolutionary
movements of the working classes, as well as denigrating the achievements of
women in history (particularly Black women), in favour of celebrating
predominantly white middle-class men.’ The National Curriculum, it complains,
facilitates a ’filtered history’, which ‘positions Britain as having created
medicine and technology, while granting independence to commonwealth
countries, without highlighting the brutal subjugation techniques deployed in
acquiring those territories in the first instance’ (Black Curriculum 2021, 14).
These observations might seem completely unwarranted from any perspective,
because the mark of the new National Curriculum in history is its vagueness
about detail and lack of prescriptiveness. Since it does not try to set out a list of
topics that must be covered, the National Curriculum should not be open to
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attack for omissions, let alone for denigration. But the Black Curriculum does
have a rationale. It implicitly rejects the whole idea of teaching a
chronologically broad national history, which is the main prescriptive feature of
the otherwise open National Curriculum. Such a chronological history will
concentrate on the people who have populated Britain from the earliest times
until now, a mixture of races but, until very recently, white with few exceptions.
It will of course be open to Britain’s interactions with the rest of the world, but
until quite recently, up to 1500 or later, these were almost all, unless very
indirect, with European and Mediterranean countries. One of the aims of a broad
chronology is, precisely, that the themes, which from a narrower perspective
tend to predominate, are put in their place. Seen against the sweep of British
history from prehistoric times, the age of the British Empire is hardly more than
a passing moment. According to the Black Curriculum (2021,11): ‘The need for
a more critical engagement with issues around Empire and slavery is essential
in understanding Britain’s troubled and oppressive history, in its absolute
unfiltered entirety.’ These are indeed important issues, and the National
Curriculum leaves room for them to be tackled in detail if teachers wish. But
they are merely two connected topics within a long history where there are
hundreds of other topics of equal importance. Only seen from within a certain
ideology, which the Black Curriculum holds firmly and, it seems, unthinkingly,
do they occupy the centre stage.
The Black Curriculum does not want to help pupils put the recent past into
perspective. For its author, teaching history should be teaching an ideology. It
gives the chance for children to learn about the themes so central to his view of
the world: the oppression of black people by white ones, women by men, the
working classes by the elite. His curriculum seems so absorbed by an ideological
view of history that it attributes to the National Curriculum an ideology
opposed to his own, even though the National Curriculum’s aim is so obviously
to lay out a chronological framework free from any particular ideology, and give
teachers freedom to mould their courses according to their own interests. Like
ideologists everywhere, not only can the author of the Black Curriculum not
recognize freedom, he also appears to dislike it. Despite complaining that the
National Curriculum is prescriptive, one of his strongest objections is to its
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failure to prescribe. One of the sections of the publication is called THE
IMPORTANCE OF MANDATORY AND CONTINUOUS BLACK
HISTORY AS HISTORY IN SCHOOLS. It is not enough for him that, within
the National Curriculum, Black History can be taught, and probably will be
taught to some extent by most conscientious teachers: rather it must be taught,
and all the time.
Our History
It was argued at the beginning of the chapter that school history is not only an
introduction to history as a life-enriching interest and a valuable academic
subject. It is also fundamental to education because it teaches pupils a shared
national story, although that story, in line with Britain’s liberal ethos, is
recognized as one that can be told in many different ways. There is, however,
an apparently powerful objection to this idea. Consider a classroom in an urban
area of England, where half or so of the children have ancestors who, generation
after generation, lived in England, or who came from Wales, Scotland or Ireland.
Others will have great-grandparents, grandparents or parents who were born in
other parts of Europe, in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and elsewhere, or they will
themselves have immigrated to Britain. One or two might be here only
temporarily, while their parents are studying or working in Britain. Can the
history of Britain, from the earliest times, be considered their history? For the
half whose ancestors were British, perhaps, but what of the others (and there are
many classrooms where they will be the majority)?
This objection, however, entirely misses the point about what a national history
is and why teaching it is important. A national history belongs to those who,
whether by birth or by choice and acceptance, are part of a nation. Just as
someone who has been granted British nationality has, from that moment
onwards, as much right to a British passport as those who can trace their ancestry
to the Anglo-Saxons, so British history is theirs, from then onwards, as much as
anyone’s. Indeed, that British history is theirs is an essential part of their being
British. It is more important in Britain than in most other countries because we
have little in the way of defined national values or rituals. We do not, for
instance, as the French do, identify Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, or any other
set of abstract ideals, as our national motto. Nor, despite the posturing of some
of today’s politicians, does Britain have a tradition of honouring the flag, as with
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the Stars and Stripes in the USA. Rather, there is our long history. That ‘our’ is
not an ‘our’ of experience (as in ‘our first meeting together’) but an our of
acceptance (as in ‘our friends’ or ‘our values’). Whether my ancestors were in
these islands in Neolithic times, or I have just received its nationality, British
history, except for a minute recent fragment, is beyond my experience, but open
to my acceptance. Either the accident of birth or the process of naturalization
makes possible, and indeed should require, that notional acceptance. But only
education makes it real. It should make it real for every British pupil. There is
no racism more strident or objectionable than that which tells black British
children that Boadicea, or King Alfred, or the Norman Conquest are not their
history.
What, then, of ‘their own’ history? As argued above, every family has its own
history, and it is from these highly particular, local histories that we begin,
inevitably, to think historically. Many people will have an extra layer of history,
which is theirs but not that of the nation into which they are born or to which
they have come to belong. This is true of immigrants especially. Many
immigrants to Britain earlier in the last century – or if not they themselves, then
their children, born and educated here – preferred not to remember this history
of their own, hoping by such forgetfulness to make themselves more
comfortable in their new British identity. There should be no need for such
sacrifices. For just as our differing family histories do not stop us from sharing
a national history, nor is a person any less British for having another history,
conceived as that of a nation, people, race or other group. But teaching these
other histories should not be a priority for British schools, where the nonacademic aim of teaching history is to help pupils to develop their sense – vague
and indeterminate, essentially understated as it is in its essence – of Britishness.
Nor, in any case, would it be easy for a teacher to cater for the many different
‘other’ histories to which various members of a class belong. There are,
however, no doubt some schools where the proportion of pupils sharing a
particular ‘other’ history is large enough to make teaching it possible, as a
subsidiary theme, in the way that the flexibility of the National Curriculum
makes possible.
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IV
Decolonizing the Curriculum
No one can spend much time in university circles today without hearing about
‘decolonizing the curriculum’. The phrase has been bandied about for some
time, but only in the New Normal has it become, not the slogan for a radical
faction, but a matter of official policy in many institutions. But what does the
phrase mean?
In its correct sense, ‘decolonizing the curriculum’ refers to the process by which
a nation that has recently thrown off colonial rule (India, for example, in the
mid-twentieth century, or Estonia in the 1990s) brings to its school and
university curricula its own cultural roots and traditions, removing elements
imposed on its people by the colonial power. So long as the process is not taken
too far in seeking to obliterate the shared, but now rejected past, and provided it
keeps abreast of international scientific and cultural developments, there are
reasons to favour it. It shows a respect for individual cultures and the particular
traditions that emerge within them.
In this proper meaning, however, it is absurd to talk in England about
‘decolonizing the curriculum’. England was, indeed, colonized by the Romans,
but it was never, in that epoch, much of an educational centre and all traces of
the Roman curriculum disappeared. It was colonized again by Germanic
invaders and finally in 1066 by the Normans. The Norman invasion certainly
had a deep and long-lasting effect on English culture, although many features of
the curriculum were at the time Europe-wide, but today’s Decolonizers hardly
want to root out Romance and Latinate words from English, like the nineteenthcentury linguistic purists. Rather, ‘decolonizing the curriculum’ is a tag that has
come to have a set of meanings quite different from that of the words which
compose it.
Decolonizing the Curriculum: A case study
In order to give an idea of these meanings and how they are used, I have engaged
in some very local empirical research, based on my own institution, the
University of Cambridge – which is likely to reflect current trends in a sensitive
but not exaggerated way. What does a search for ‘decolonise’ yield?
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There is, it quickly transpires, a flourishing ‘Cambridge Decolonise’ network,
with a Facebook page organized by students. 17 Its caption photograph is of a
wall, painted with raised hands and the motto ‘To exist is to resist’; scroll down
and you find a photograph of masked protesters in Oxford, with placards
announcing ‘Rhodes Must Go’. Individual subject areas in the arts and
humanities (Criminology, Anthropology, Law, Sociology, English) have their
own groups and decolonizing activities. Art and architecture has posted an open
letter to the teachers in the faculty, signed by around 100 students. 18 It is
undated, but clearly arises in the aftermath of the Floyd killing. ‘The Black Lives
Matter movement at the forefront of recent events’ is, it urges, ‘a reminder of
the urgency of decolonial and proactive anti-racist work. This is an opportunity
to reflect on the connections between knowledge production and racism at an
institutional level.’ Indeed, later in the letter the authors voice their
‘disappointment’ that the Cambridge department has not lent its support
officially to ‘Black Lives Matter movement, to anti-racist struggle or Pride
month’, listing a series of prestigious departments elsewhere which have done
so. 19 The letter demands that the course is changed so as to recognize art history
as a ‘global discipline’, but adds that ‘it is not enough to diversify the course
offering to include non-European art if post-colonial theory is not being applied
in the study of these objects.’ At the centre of the course there should be
‘discussions of empire, race and colonialism’ as well as ‘issues of gender’.
Moreover, there must be ‘compulsory equality and diversity training of all
teaching staff.’
These are the words of undergraduates. But now – and it is here that there is a
contrast with even a few years ago – similar ideas are heard at every level in the
university and the academic world, so that it is hard for any scholar or student
not to think along with them. So, for example, at the end of 2019 the University’s
official alumni magazine, Cam, carried an article by Lucy Jolin (a freelance
journalist, ‘content creator’ and writing trainer, whose clients include a number
17.https://m.facebook.com/pg/DecoloniseCambridge/posts/?ref=page_internal&mt_nav=0

18.https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UFkNhIqDEpSnn1dG2wXCT556rPt_5qXFznvD9TNs

gqg/edit?fbclid=IwAR0mA6RQ-gJFpcF3jMozY6vtTQFSGraFIzjNzFAuY9SjUWAryUGDnLJp7U
19 The Courtauld Institute of Art, The Department of History of Art, Oxford University, The
Department of History, Bristol University, Edinburgh College of Art, Edinburgh University,
History of Art Faculty, University of California, Berkeley.
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of other universities as well as Cambridge), revealingly entitled ‘How To Be
Modern’ and presented on-line against the background of a tilework of heroes
and heroines of colour, complete with their slogans, from Bell Hooks to
Kimberlé Crenshaw. 20
The tone could not be more different from that of the Cambridge Decolonise
websites: Jolin wants to convince the readers, Cambridge graduates mostly no
longer in academe, that what is involved in decolonizing the curriculum is far
from the picture given by the popular media of ‘Out with Shakespeare, Milton,
Plato! In with non-white authors from around the world!’ On the contrary, we
are told, ‘decolonising the curriculum’ is ‘a way of thinking about what we
know, and what that knowledge might mean’; ‘about making the curriculum as
inclusive and reflective of all the students as possible and reappraising what we
collectively value and what’s important.’ Jolin also has a different weapon, the
implied threat to the bottom line if they do not go along with the new way of
thinking. The alumni readers, many of whom will be in business or
administration, are assured of the practical value of decolonizing the curriculum
in a world where ‘cultural nuance can wipe billions off a company’s value or
start a war’; it might even (we are not told how) have saved politicians from ‘the
embarrassment of the Windrush crisis.’
Rhetoric apart, however, it is hard to see any real difference between the soft
touch decolonizing advocated here and the undergraduates’ calls for urgent
change. New authors and areas cannot usually be added to the curriculum except
at the expense of the old ones, and, if old and new are both retained, without
diluting the courses and discouraging the deep study and mastery of any
particular area.
At the official level, Cambridge’s response to decolonizing has been twofold,
although in both its aspects it shares the soft, vague and ultimately somewhat
sinister manner of the article in Cam. At the departmental level, academics are
being encouraged to ‘decolonize and diversify’ the curriculum. A questionnaire
sent out by the university administration to one large group of departments in
the Arts and Humanities mixes questions which stem from traditional, shared

https://www.cam.ac.uk/cammagazine/howtobemodern. For the author’s profile, see
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/lucyjolin.
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academic values in the universities (‘Does your course allow students to
consider the field of study in its full historical context?/ encourage the study of
non-English - and in particular non-European - languages?/ encourage a critical
approach to established texts and materials as a central feature of study?’) with
others that clearly reflect the decolonization agenda: ‘What steps have already
been taken to decolonise and diversify your teaching?’; ‘What significant new
research questions on race, gender and social injustice are emerging in your
discipline, and how are they being addressed or integrated into your
curriculum?’;‘Does the assessment of your course provide students an
opportunity to write on issues relating to race, gender and social injustice?’;
‘What possibilities do you see for integrating a decolonial agenda with
technical/formalist/skills-based aspects of your curriculum?’
Some departments have already gone far along the path towards which such
questions are nudging them. The Classics Faculty recently earned the ridicule
of some newspapers for suggesting that its large collection of plaster casts of
ancient statuary – which, because of their material, are white ‘give a misleading
impression about the whiteness and absence of diversity from the Greek and
Roman world.’ 21 This is merely the craziest (and least damaging: no harm in
pointing out that many eminent ‘Romans’ were from places such as North
Africa, Egypt and Syria) manifestations of how the ideology of Black Lives
Matter appears to have taken over this department at the official level. Its
website summarizes the history of studying the Greek and Roman past (in a way
that completely ignores the continuity of Greek and Roman culture with our
own) before lamenting that
the idealisation of Greece and Rome, and the embedding of that
idealisation in education, has featured significantly in the development of
modern Western racism. The testimonies of People of Colour in higher
education, both in this country and worldwide, about their experiences of
discrimination and micro-aggressions provide clear evidence of the deep
and ongoing impact of this racism.
At the highest level of university planning, there is the Global Humanities
Initiative, advertised in Cam, and in a recent speech by Professor Stephen
Faculty of Classics Action Plan (7):
https://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/files/open_letter_fb_response_final_action_plan_july_2021.pdf
21
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Toope, the Vice Chancellor since 2017, a distinguished Canadian academic
administrator and legal specialist: I am proud of, and intrigued by, a new initiative in Cambridge – Global
Humanities: connecting the world through culture. It is at a very early and
exploratory stage, but it aims to develop new approaches to the study of
art, literature, film, the digital world, music, history and language. It
recognises that our students are no longer well-served, or well-prepared
for life, by curricula and research that privilege European or ‘Northern’
agendas. And it will address that by generating deep and sustainable
linkages across a network of global partners, linkages that will affect what
we teach, what we do, and what we think. 22
The audience could be forgiven for being as puzzled by this Delphic
pronouncement as Professor Toope himself seems to be. Oracles do not always
understand their own message, and in the case of the soft version of
decolonizing, perhaps the intention is that no one should understand it fully. At
least we can be reassured that, whatever it is, it will not allow us to continue in
our old ways of teaching, action and thought. We must learn, like it or not, to be
modern.
Decolonizing: Three elements
For the sake of simplicity, and despite the inappropriateness of the words, the
collection of ideas referred to as ‘decolonizing the curriculum’ will be called
here ‘Decolonizing’. The case study of Cambridge University illustrates what
anyone familiar with the current discussions of Decolonizing will have noticed:
that it embraces a number of different notions. Exactly how many, and which,
can be debated, but it is clear that it comprises at least three main elements.
The first element is the one critics of Decolonizing are likely to overlook.
Among the aims of the Decolonizers are ones any academic should support:
openness to new information and approaches, awareness of the limitations of
one’s own perspective and a willingness to consider dispassionately how it was
formed, an interest in different cultures and an enthusiasm for learning their

Speech at an event marking UCA-Cambridge Trust Partnership 26 February 2020
(https://ucentralasia.org/Resources/Item/2653/EN)
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languages. Doubts about, or opposition to, the other elements of Decolonizing,
should not be allowed to suggest coolness to these central academic ideals.
The second element is one side of a conflict that goes back a long time about
the place of what is called ‘Western Culture’ or ‘Western Civilization’. Is it a
culture of unique value to the extent that it should take priority over other
cultures, or one culture among others, or a culture which has been uniquely
harmful? Decolonizers argue for the second or third alternative. In order to judge
this aspect of their stance, it will be necessary to look at the context of argument
about Western Culture. Both sides, the supporters of Western Culture and its
critics, turn out to be engaged in a battle about a figment. An historically and
geographically sensitive approach to thinking about culture dissolves the
reasons for antagonism and leaves the way open for university curricula in the
humanities to be shaped by considerations of intellectual integrity and
practicability. The next section will develop this idea.
The third element, although allowed by advocates and critics alike to meld into
the second, is quite different. The Decolonizers have an immediate social and
political objective. They wish through the curriculum to realize ideals of the sort
championed recently most successfully and vociferously by Blacks Lives
Matter. One way of attacking this aspect of Decolonizing would be to attack
these ideals. But there is an even better means of attack, as the final section will
suggest: a line of argument that ought to be accepted by the champions of these
ideals as well as by those who reject them.
Decolonizing and the Conflict over Western Culture
Western Culture: hero or demon? 23
The scepticism about, or hostility towards, Western Culture, which forms one
strand of Decolonizing, first came about as a reaction to the way in which, from
the nineteenth century onwards, many in the West regarded the rest of the world.
Early in that century, Hegel had written the superiority of Western Culture into
his view of the historical development of what he calls ‘Spirit’, human
intellectual life taken as a whole. ‘World history’, he declared, ‘goes from the
East to the West: Europe is the very end of world history …’ (Hegel 1975, 197).
In 1835, the British historian Thomas Babington Macaulay gave more practical
23

For a fuller discussion of these themes on which I have drawn here, see Marenbon 2019.
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expression to this general way of thinking. Macaulay was in charge of
organizing education in India under British rule. Some of his contemporaries
argued that Indians should continue to be taught the learned languages used
there for centuries, Sanskrit and Arabic; others, Macaulay among them, believed
they should be taught English. After commenting that ‘a single shelf of a good
European library [is] worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia’,
Macaulay continues: when we pass from works of imagination to works in which facts are
recorded and general principles investigated, the superiority of the
Europeans becomes absolutely immeasurable. It is, I believe, no
exaggeration to say that all the historical information which has been
collected from all the books written in the Sanscrit language is less
valuable than what may be found in the most paltry abridgments used at
preparatory schools in England. In every branch of physical or moral
philosophy, the relative position of the two nations is nearly the same. 24
Silence, though, often expressed this view more eloquently than words. When
Matthew Arnold set out a universal ideal of culture as the diffused of ‘sweetness
and light’ in Culture and Anarchy (1869), he unselfconsciously excluded all but
European culture, with its mixture of Hebraism and Hellenism.
In his widely-read The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, written in
1905, at the apex of Western dominance of the world, Max Weber takes the
superiority of Western Culture as his starting point, though he avoids
triumphalism. Weber argues that there is a special sort of rationality in Western
Culture, taken in a very wide sense to include law, administration and patterns
of social organization as well as the arts and sciences. Non-Western cultures,
whatever their achievements lack ‘the specific and peculiar rationalism of
Western culture’, which is also, Weber argues, at the basis of Western capitalism
(and indeed Western socialism). 25 This rationality both characterizes the
intellectual and cultural achievements of Western Culture and explains its
practical success.

24

Macaulay 1965, sections 10-11. Macaulay wrote this in 1835.

25 See Weber 1992, xxviii for the quotation, and the Author’s Introduction for the line of argument.
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In the United States, this approach was diffused through the universities in the
‘Western Civ’ courses that flourished in the early and mid-twentieth century (cf.
Allardyce 1982). They offered students in all subjects a general history of
thought, art, literature, politics and the social and economic order. They usually
began with prehistoric societies and continued, via Egypt, to Ancient Greece
and Rome, and then concentrated on Western Europe. Western Culture, as they
present it, is a story of progress, especially scientific. The books written for such
courses do not scorn other cultures openly, and they carefully include ‘Western’
in their title to indicate that they are not claiming to be comprehensive. Yet they
often seem tacitly to assume that the story of Western progress is the whole story
of world progress.
The fate of the Western Civ courses is an epitome of the change from an heroic
to a sceptical or even demonic view of Western Culture. Although there had
been objections earlier (Allardyce 1982, 717, 724; Duchesne 2011, 8-10), it was
only in the 1980s that the opposition to these courses became strongly
ideological. For example, a course at Stanford called ‘Western Culture’ was
abolished due to its ‘lack of diversity and its predominantly Eurocentric
readings’, according to the university’s website, and replaced by one that
included the study of non-European cultures and works by women, black,
Hispanic, Asian and indigenous American authors. 26. The struggle over it had
become politicized. William Bennett, President Reagan’s Education Secretary,
declared that to accept the change would be to bow to ‘curriculum by
intimidation’. Rev Jesse Jackson, Democratic candidate for nomination as in the
presidential race, joined crowds of students chanting ‘Hey hey, ho ho, Western
Civ has gotta go.’ The pendulum had started to swing against Western Culture,
but it had much further to travel. Five years ago, some students at Stanford had
the idea that it would be a good thing to reintroduce a course ‘covering the
politics, history, philosophy, and culture of the Western world Western culture
based course for all students.’ 27 They were anything but blind apologists for the
failings of the West: ‘We would lament the horrors of slavery and oppression—

See New York Times, April 2, 1988: ‘Stanford Alters Western Culture Course’.
See https://www.thedailybeast.com/stanford-students-want-western-civilization-studies-backas-the-pc-backlash-begins and https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/stanford-university-saysno-to-western-civilization-courses-in-curriculum
26
27
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and applaud those who fought for freedom’, they promised. But not only was
their suggestion completely rejected: it caused outrage.
The historians who have written since the 1980s about Western Culture have
usually followed this change in views. Some seek to explain the success, as they
see it, of Western Culture in recent centuries, in a way that has nothing to do
with its character or worth. There are physico-geographical explanations (cf.
Jones 1987; Diamond 1991): fewer natural disasters in Europe in early modern
times; the relative ease for Europeans of crossing the Atlantic and gaining access
to the vast natural resources of America. In the same vein, the geography of
Europe is said to explain its political fragmentation, which produced the best
conditions for exploration and technological advance. Alternatively, some
suggest that the success of the West was purely a matter of chance: indeed,
European supremacy relied on ideas and technologies taken from Asian
cultures, and it might easily have been that Chinese or Islamic civilization
became dominant. 28
Others are not content to take a neutral view of Western Culture. According to
them, the rise of the West is to be attributed, as a recent survey puts it, ‘neither
to alleged virtues of Europeans not historical accidents but largely to policies
and practices of Europeans enabling them to dominate peoples and resources
beyond their shores … All these authors agree … that the rise of the West
involved exceptional violence, aggression and exploitation’ (Daly 2015, 98).
Marx provides the basic theoretical underpinning for this approach, but it has
been applied to world and cultural history by various twentieth-century writers,
above all in the four monumental volumes of Immanuel Wallerstein’s The
Modern World-System (Wallerstein 1974, 1980, 1989, 2011). According to
Wallerstein, although capitalist oppression occurs elsewhere, it reached its
fullest development within Western Culture.
Doing without ‘Western Culture’
When a conflict is as clearly set out as the one over Western Culture, it is hard
not to take sides. Given the unmistakeable direction in which opinion has
travelled, most will think with the crowd and, if they hold back from demonizing
Western Culture, they will feel constrained at least to apologize for it and purge
28

Hodgson 1993; cf. also on the ‘contingency’ of Western success Goody 1996, 8-9.
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their guilt with a good dose of Decolonizing. Just a few latter day crusaders will
don their armour to defend what they see (and in a sense rightly) as a threat to
all they value and hold dear. They may seem like Don Quixotes – yet, in truth,
in this battle both sides, the serried ranks of the bien pensants on the one, as
much as the true believers on the other, are tilting at windmills.
Both its protagonists and its enemies treat Western Culture as if it were an entity,
as if it made sense to put together all aspects of human activity, from family life,
business and politics, to art, religion and philosophy and treat them as a whole,
to engage in a sort of totalizing history. Such an approach is indeed coherent
within the Hegelian view from which it ultimately stems: the idea that history
as a whole can be explained, and that this explanation is in terms of the
ineluctable workings of Spirit. But hardly any of those who battle against
Western Culture, or of the smaller number who attempt to defend it, would
accept this strange metaphysics. But the term ‘Western Culture’ can be used
appropriately only within such a totalizing, Hegelian view of history. 29
There is indeed a narrower, less ambitious usage, in which ‘Western Culture’
would designate certain set of cultural traditions, but it turns out not to fit the
geographical and historical facts. To unite traditions in different fields – such as
painting, philosophy, literature and biology (for example) – under a common
geographical label, they need to share a common geography. There needs to be
an area – the so-called ‘West’ – in much of which, and not elsewhere, they have
grown up and flourished. Otherwise, the label ‘Western Culture’ is simply
misleading. But there is in fact no common geography. Even taken individually,
many of the different strands of culture are hard to corral into any convincingly
Western space; taken together, their geographical disparity is clear and
undeniable.
Consider, for instance, the cases of visual art, literature, and philosophy and
science (which should be considered as one, since it was relatively recently that
the two came to be regarded as separate). In the case of visual art, there is indeed
a tradition corresponding geographically roughly to what is regarded as the
West, rooted in Greece and Rome, spread through Europe – influenced by
indigenous traditions (Celtic, for example, or Germanic) but not
29

Appiah 2018 argues well against the ‘essentialist’ view of Western Culture.
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overwhelmingly, taken up in the continents settled by Europeans, America and
Australasia, but in the rest of the world only in the last century or two. Yet the
deepest roots of this tradition lie in Egypt and the Middle East, and it is not clear
how to fit into the picture the developments in the Orthodox Christian world,
which were at once more directly linked to antiquity, yet strikingly different
from those in Western Europe. In the case of literature, despite the importance
of the Greek and Roman traditions, the separateness both of early indigenous
literatures (Norse, Old English and Celtic writing, for instance) and, later, of the
different linguistic traditions (English, German, French and so on) suggests that
‘Western Literature’ is a label for many related but diverse traditions, each
differently located. And what will those who want to stick with this label say
about, for instance, the Indian novelists writing in English in the twentieth
century and today?
As for philosophy and science, there is certainly a ‘Western’ tradition distinct
from traditions in, for example, India and the Far East, but the meaning of
‘Western’ needs to be stretched very widely, so that the geography does not at
all correspond to that of many other strands, such as visual art and literature. In
philosophy and science, Greek learning, as developed and disseminated by the
Roman Empire, provided the root of a tradition that was continued in Arabic
(and later Hebrew), as much as in Latin or Greek. The most influential figure in
this whole tradition, after Aristotle himself, was Ibn Sina (Avicenna), born in c.
980, near Bukhara, in present day Uzbekistan, nearer to Beijing than Rome.
In short, ‘Western Culture’ is at best a misleading label given the geographical
heterogeneity of the different elements to which it (the label) refers, at worst a
motto for well-intentioned cheerleaders or, more frequently now, for mindless
antagonists. It is time to do without ‘Western Culture’ – not, of course, the
remarkable human achievements in philosophy, science and the arts that the
term is used to point to, but the term itself, which would be misleading and
confusing even had it not become a cause for conflict.
The University Curriculum
What, then, should university curricula be, once it is agreed that the conflict over
Western Culture is an empty one? On the one hand, universities are places where
every sort of culture should be open to study – students should be able to
specialize in ancient Chinese poetry at the University of Cambridge or in
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contemporary Anglo-American philosophy at Peking University. On the other
hand, universities will do best to play to the strengths they owe to their
geographical and linguistic setting and to their traditions, while still keeping all
sorts of far-ranging specialized studies. It makes sense for the Faculty of English
Literature to be large in Cambridge and small at Peking University, and for the
Department of Chinese to be small in Cambridge and large at Peking.
Equally, it makes sense if those studying History in Cambridge have more
opportunities to delve into British history – which is close at hand and can be
researched usually without special linguistic skills – than into history of other
types, and that, more widely, the balance is tilted in favour of Europe, or of
countries with a close association with Britain. This point goes beyond mere
didactic convenience. If the history of a nation is not given pride of place at
home, where can it expect to be especially cultivated? Universities should,
indeed, bring the whole diversity of cultures the world over to their nations. At
the same time, they are the special organs, privileged by tradition, setting and
language, for making the history and culture of their own country
comprehensible to the world.
Indeed, the fact that History (without further specification) has traditionally
been thought suitable for a university-level course rests on the assumption that,
in fact, students will not be expected to study all of world history in what could
only be a superficial way, but will concentrate on the history of their own
country and its close neighbours geographically, culturally or economically. For
study to be worthwhile at university level, a certain degree of specialization is
required, so that literature courses are usually specified as being on English
literature, French literature, Chinese literature and so on. If a student is intent on
studying a culture that is by no stretch of the imagination Western, universities
should and often do provide a whole range of specialized courses from which to
choose. But within a course that is dedicated to some strand of culture from
nearer home, the demands of academic integrity will mean that very little of
what the Decolonizers want should be put into effect. English literature, for
example, is, over its long history predominantly the work of white authors (and
predominantly male authors, although there have been some outstanding female
writers in every period). Any syllabus that fails to respect the bias of its subjectmatter falls short on academic integrity. That is not to exclude seasoning the
core with an element of variety, such as some courses on world literature in
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translation, nor the chance for optional courses to include, for example, Indian
or Caribbean writing in English. But these elements must remain at the
periphery, and not be thrust, as the Decolonizers, into centre stage.
Decolonizing and the Politicization of University Study
The Decolonizers’ attack on what is a chimaera, Western Culture, is, as
explained above, thoroughly mingled with a different and more tangible aim.
They wish to bring about political and social change. They have an agenda,
which is much the same as that promoted by Black Lives Matter and similar
movements. They want to eliminate the discrimination that they claim exists
everywhere in society and promote equality – not just equality before the law
and as voters, but an extreme version of economic equality and equality of
esteem between people of different races, sex and sexual orientation. And they
believe that drastic social, economic and political change is needed for this end.
There are many who, while deploring what they consider genuine racial and
sexual discrimination, reject this analysis of society and the radical political and
social reforms its exponents demand. Some of the reasons for taking this view
were set out, briefly, in Chapter One. Those who think in this way should – and
probably indeed do – reject Decolonizing out of hand. But the Decolonizers’
political agenda should be equally obnoxious even to those who share their
political aims and ideals, since a university curriculum is not the place for any
political agenda, however wise, necessary and beneficial it might thought to be.
Let the Decolonizers put forward their political, social and economic ideas in
the public sphere by all the means open to them in our liberal democracy: in
newspapers, on-line, in the media; by campaigning to change opinion; by
seeking and gaining elected office. Fervent opponents will not only grant that
this is their right; many may commend their efforts and energy, even as they aim
equally, and by the same means, to put the opposite case.
But university study is sacrosanct. It is not the place for political ideology of
any sort, but for the always impolitic search for truth, uninfluenced by any
ulterior aim, however worthy: a search that is all the more valuable, because it
is unending.
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V
Conclusion: Against the New Normal
Once it became clear that Covid-19 was not a crisis of just a few weeks or
months, the commentators began, in a tone both of reassurance and warning, to
tell us that we would indeed return to normal, but it would be a New Normal.
We are now, indeed, entering that New Normal, differently modulated in
different countries – in France, for example, one cannot go to the theatre or a
concert, take a long-distance train, eat in a restaurant, drink in a bar or a café,
inside or out, without presenting their passe sanitaire. In England, legal
restrictions have for the moment been removed, but many institutions still insist
on the full panoply of masks, hand-washing, one-way systems and restricted
numbers, and no one knows what might be decided at any time. Will shops and
eating places be closed? Will we be ordered to stay at home, and travel outside
the country forbidden? The normality of the New Normal is precisely that we
now take such possibilities, which previously would have had a place only in a
dystopic fiction, comfortably in our stride, just as those in France, a few
protesters aside, take it for granted that you cannot have a cup of coffee without
the waiter knowing who you are and what vaccinations you have had.
There is hope that the distinctive features of this New Normal will gradually
fade, as vaccines and therapy turn Covid-19 into just another endemic disease –
although governments, having found that they can control the details of people’s
lives and movements with impunity, will be inclined merely to set aside their
new powers, rather than give them up for good. There is another New Normal,
however, that looks set to stay. It, too, consists in the comfortable acceptance by
most people of what, only a few years ago, would have seemed incredible to all
but a few extremists. Some of its characteristics were set out in the Introduction.
A quick way of explaining it might be to say that, up until 2019, most British
people were happy and even proud to think of our country as a tolerant and open
one, which had successfully managed the challenges of unprecedented levels of
immigration. Not only were there no rivers ‘foaming with much blood’, but
chicken tikka masala had been hailed as the British national dish. Racial and
sexual discrimination had not, of course, been entirely eliminated, but it was
almost universally disparaged, and strict laws protected against it in
employment and education. Some questioned the cost of this success, in so far
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as it threatened the thread and traditions of British life, but there was little doubt
about its reality.
Just two years later, no right thinking person would admit to such pride or
contentment. On the contrary, we are supposed to accept the claim that British
society is not merely penetrated, but shaped, by racism (and other types of
discrimination), and only through radical change can the situation be improved.
It may be some comfort to those few who stand aside from this consensus that
most advocates of radical change are unlikely to engage in it, since they are not
very eager to lose the privileges they are ashamed to enjoy. But the comfort
should be limited: a certain way of thinking has become normal, and sooner or
later – unless its strangeness and real abnormality can be exposed – its
consequences will become inescapable. (The parallel with the Covid New
Normal is all too obvious and sinister: unless the measure of government control
that is still exercised or threatened over people’s movements, work and social
life is recognized as wholly abnormal and intolerable, we shall never truly regain
our pre-pandemic liberties.)
The preceding chapters have looked at the effects of the New Normal on race,
discrimination and society in three areas: the public presentation of history, the
history courses in schools and the university curriculum. These effects, they
have argued, are already dire, and they threaten worse. Our easy accommodation
with history, the fruit of centuries’ development as a nation, will be replaced by
empty plinths, unnamed streets and endless self-congratulatory moralizing.
History at school will cease to provide the chance for young citizens to place
themselves within a national history and teach them, rather, to seek out their
imagined ancestors’ grievances and learn to be discontented with their country.
University curricula will be decolonized, with academic learning and research
driven by curiosity replaced by political indoctrination.
What can be done, if not to prevent, at least to slow this seemingly inevitable
decline of British culture and its traditions of liberal learning into a mindless
authoritarianism? Government’s role may be limited, but it remains important.
The new rules, which make it much harder to remove statues and memorials
from display, provide an important safeguard for public history. Ministers need
to be vigilant, however in enforcing them and beware lest, in allowing statues
and what they commemorate to be explained, they open the way to those who
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wish to simplify and reject our past, rather than accept it in all its invariably
compromised complexity.
The National Curriculum, as it now stands, safeguards school history from
ideologues and bureaucrats, and gives teachers the chance to develop courses
using their knowledge both of history and their pupils. The beneficent shape of
this curriculum came as the result of intense debate and is a tribute to the wisdom
and political skill of Michael Gove. It goes against the wishes of many in the
world of education, and there is the constant danger that as a result of their
interventions it will silently be transformed, step by step, into something nearer
to their blinkered view of education. It is already under attack, not just from
openly hostile critics, such as those mentioned above, but from within the
Department of Education itself. The new Secretary of State for Education needs
to control his officials better than his predecessor appears to have done.
As for the universities, it is not for the government to interfere in their curricula.
Here the main burden for resisting the slow destruction of a cultural and
educational heritage lies with academics themselves, but it is they – some of
them, at least – who pose the main threat. They pose it, not because of any
particular position they hold, or thoughts they are thinking, but rather because
many have stopped thinking for themselves at all and are content to follow the
herd, regarding any views that go against the grain as vulgar and contemptible.
Indeed, it is hard to become an academic today without holding these views.
Some inwardly dissent, but they are afraid to show it. Such fear is something
new to British universities. Unless academics stand against it, our universities
will lose what remains of their lustre, and Britain will have indeed been reduced
to the New Normal.
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